_Abstract., The recent occurrence of several large su'ike-slip earthquakes provides the opportunity to review and complement available data on the scaling of seismic moment (Mo) with length of rupture (L) for large earthquakes, depending on their tectonic setting and mechanism. For strikeslip earthquakes on quasi-vertical transcurrent faults, the Mo versus L relation has a significant change of slope around Mo~(0.6-0.8)'1020 N-m, and for larger earthquakes, Mo scales linearly with L. This is compatible with models where slip is controlled by the width of the fault. Also, it appears to be easier to categorize large earthquakes by their mechanism (strike-slip on vertical transcurrent fault, versus pure thrust/normal) than their tectonic setting (interplate/intraplate).
Introduction
Many investigators have described the remarkable scaling relation, linking Mo to fault area S for large earthquakes (e.g. Aki, 1972; Abe, 1975; Hanks, 1977) ' 
Mo = k S 3/2
(1) earthquakes in Japan. However, relatively little attention has been given so far to characterize better these departures. This is mainly due to the fact that large suSke-slip em'thquakes occur more rarely than large thrust and normal fault events in convergent plate boundaries, so that fewer independent reliable estimates of both Mo and L are available.
In what follows, we review the available data for large earthquakes, depending on their tectonic setting and mechanism. We rely primarily on 3 recent compilations (Wesnousky, 1986; Kanamori and Allen, 1986; Purcaru and Berckhemer, 1982) , and low frequency surface wave measurements of Mo (Romanowicz and Monfret, 1986) for recent large strike-slip events. Only those events for which there are independent measurements of L and Mo, are considered here. We limited our selection to two classes of events: strike-slip ones occunSng on quasi-vertical u'anscurrent faults (not necessarily on plate boundaries) and thrust or normal fault events occurring in a variety of tectonic settings. We have excluded thrust/normal events with a significant strike-slip component and strike-slip emthquakes occurring on non-vertical faults (e.g Gobi-Altai, 1957 em'thquake).
where k is a constant. This self-similarity relation implies that static stress drop A• is approximately constant for large earthquakes worldwide and falls in the range 10-100 bars.
These inferences are made within the framework of dislocation theory, on the assumption of a fault of comparable dimensions in length (L) and width (W). in fact, it has also been documented (Abe, 1975; Purcam and Berckhemer, 1982 ) that, over a wide moment range, L~2W for circum pacific subduction zone earthquakes.
On the other hand, it has also been reported that for large interplate strike-slip earthquakes, L is consistently larger by a factor of 2 or 3 than that of thrust or intraplate ones of comparable size (e.g. Kanamori and Allen, 1986; Aki, 1991) . This indicates lower stress-drop for interplate strike-slip earthquakes. Also, for large strike-slip earthquakes on quasi- In Figure 2 , we compare the events described above to other large earthquakes: intelplate thrust events (Purcaru and Berckhemer, 1982) , several thrust earthquakes in the western U.S. (Wesnousky, 1986), and also intraplate Japanese events from Shimazaki (1986) . While the scatter is large, and there may be fine structure, the data for these events are well contained between parallel lines corresponding to n=3 in equation (2), in good agreement with Aki, 1972; Abe, 1975 Figures (1) and (2) . References are as follows:
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